Unified analysis of global and focal aspects of absence epilepsy via neural field theory of the corticothalamic system.
Absence epilepsy is characterized by a sudden paroxysmal loss of consciousness accompanied by oscillatory activity propagating over many brain areas. Although primary generalized absence seizures are supported by the global corticothalamic system, converging experimental evidence supports a focal theory of absence epilepsy. Here a physiology-based corticothalamic model is investigated with spatial heterogeneity due to focal epilepsy to unify global and focal aspects of absence epilepsy. Numeric and analytic calculations are employed to investigate the emergent spatiotemporal dynamics as well as their underlying dynamical mechanisms. They can be categorized into three scenarios: suppressed epilepsy, focal seizures, or generalized seizures, as summarized from a phase diagram vs focal width and characteristic axon range. The corresponding temporal frequencies and spatial extents of cortical waves in generalized seizures and focal seizures agree well with experimental observations of global and focal aspects of absence epilepsy, respectively. The emergence of the spatiotemporal dynamics corresponding to focal seizures provides a biophysical explanation of the temporally higher frequency but spatially more localized cortical waves observed in genetic rat models that display characteristics of human absence epilepsy. Predictions are also presented for further experimental test.